Moore in America: 
*Monumental Sculpture at The New York Botanical Garden*

*May 24 – November 2, 2008*

**Sculpture by Henry Moore**

1. **Large Reclining Figure** cast 1984  
   length approx. 9 meters (29.5 feet), fiberglass  
   total estimated weight approx. 2,000 kilograms (4,409.2 lbs.)  
   *At entrance to the Benenson Ornamental Conifers*

2. **Mother and Child** 1949  
   height 81 centimeters (2.6 feet), bronze, single edition  
   weight 185 kilograms cased (407.8 lbs.), 117 kilograms uncased (257.9 lbs.)  
   *In the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden*

3. **Upright Motive No. 5** 1955-56  
   height 213.5 centimeters (7 feet), bronze, edition of seven  
   weight 359 kilograms cased (791.4 lbs.)  
   *In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers*

4. **Upright Motive No. 7** 1955-56  
   height 320 centimeters (10.4 feet), bronze, edition of five  
   weight 900 kilograms cased (1,984.1 lbs.), 700 kilograms uncased (1,543.2 lbs.)  
   *In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers*

5. **Upright Motive No. 8** 1955-56  
   height 198 centimeters (6.4 feet), bronze, edition of seven  
   *In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers*

6. **Seated Woman** 1958-59  
   height 211 centimeters (6.9 feet), height 195 centimeters (6.3 feet) without base, bronze,  
   edition of six  
   weight c.700 kilograms cased (1,543.2 lbs.), 500 kilograms uncased (1,102.3 lbs.)  
   *In the Rock Garden*

7. **Working Model for Standing Figure: Knife Edge** 1961  
   fiberglass, white  
   height 162.5 centimeters (5.3 feet)  
   weight 141 kilograms cased (310.8 lbs.), 28 kilograms uncased (61.7 lbs.)  
   *In the Enid A. Haupt Conservatory Palms of the Americas reflecting pool*

8. **Locking Piece** 1963-64  
   height 290 centimeters (9.5 feet), bronze, edition of three  
   weight 2,500 kilograms uncased (5,511.5 lbs.)  
   *Outside the Rock Garden*

9. **Knife Edge Two Piece** 1962-65  
   length 418 centimeters, (13.7 feet), height 275 centimeters with base (9 feet)  
   bronze, edition of three  
   weight 3,600kg cased (7,936.6 feet), 2,900 kilograms uncased (6,393.4 lbs.)  
   *Near Katsura trees in the Ross Conifer Arboretum*  

- more -
10. **Large Two Forms** 1966
   length 610 centimeters (20 feet), bronze, edition of four
   weight 4,200 kilograms (9,259.4 lbs.) and 4,600 kilograms with girders (10,141 lbs.)
   *Top of Daffodil Hill*

11. **Large Totem Head** 1968
    height 244 centimeters (8 feet), bronze, edition of eight
    weight 1,650 kilograms cased (3,637.6 lbs.)
    *Near intersection of Snuff Mill Road and Azalea Way*

12. **Oval with Points** 1968-70
    height 332 centimeters (10.8 feet), bronze, edition of six
    weight 2,400 kilograms uncased (5,291 lbs.)
    *At Tram Stop near Tanyosho pine trees in the Ross Conifer Arboretum*

13. **Two Piece Reclining Figure: Points** 1969
    length 365 centimeters (11.9 feet), height 240 centimeters (7.8 feet)
    bronze, edition of seven, weight 3,500 kilograms cased (7,716.1 lbs.)
    *Below Daffodil Hill, surrounded by crabapple trees*

14. **Reclining Figure: Arch Leg** 1969-70
    length 442 centimeters (14.5 feet), height 260 centimeters (8.5 feet)
    bronze, edition of six, weight 3,500 kilograms uncased (7,716.1 lbs.)
    *At Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden*

15. **Hill Arches** 1973
    length 550 centimeters (18 feet), bronze, edition of three
    weight 4,500 kilograms uncased (9,920.8 lbs.)
    *On the lawn in front of the Library building, near Tulip Tree Allée*

16. **Goslar Warrior** 1973-74
    length 300 centimeters (9.8 feet), bronze, edition of seven
    weight 1,600 kilograms cased (3,527.3 lbs.)
    *On the Visitor Center Cafe lawn*

17. **Reclining Mother and Child** 1975-76
    length 213 centimeters (6.9 feet), bronze
    weight 1,200 kilograms cased (2,645.5 lbs.), 800 kilograms uncased (1,763.6 lbs.)
    *In the Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden*

18. **Three Piece Reclining Figure: Draped** 1975
    length 474 centimeters (15.5 feet), bronze, edition of seven
    *At the end of the Benenson Ornamental Conifers*

19. **Reclining Figure: Angles** 1979
    length 218 centimeters (7.1 feet), bronze, edition of nine
    weight 1,200 kilograms cased (2,645.5 lbs.), 700 kilograms uncased (1,543.2 lbs.)
    *On Azalea Way, past the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden entrance*

20. **Draped Reclining Mother and Baby** 1983
    length 265.5 centimeters (8.7 feet), height 142 centimeters (4.6 feet)
    bronze, edition of nine, weight 2,000 kilograms cased (4,409.2 lbs.), 1,700 kilograms uncased (3,747.8 lbs.)
    *In the Rock Garden*
    # # #
1. Large Reclining Figure 1984
   At entrance to the Benenson Ornamental Conifers

2. Mother and Child 1949
   In the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden

3. Upright Motive No. 5
   1955-56
   In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers

4. Upright Motive No. 7
   1955-56
   In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers

5. Upright Motive No. 8
   1955-56
   In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers

6. Seated Woman
   1958-59
   In the Rock Garden
7. Working Model for Standing Figure: Knife Edge 1961
In the Enid A. Haupt Conservatory Palms of the Americas Gallery

8. Locking Piece 1963-64
Outside the Rock Garden

9. Knife Edge Two Piece 1962-65
Near Katsura trees in Ross Conifer Arboretum

10. Large Two Forms 1966
Top of Daffodil Hill

11. Large Totem Head 1968
Near intersection of Snuff Mill Road and Azalea Way

12. Oval with Points 1968-70
At Tram Stop past Tanyosho pines in Ross Conifer Arboretum
13. Two Piece Reclining Figure: Points 1969
Below Daffodil Hill

14. Reclining Figure: Arch Leg 1969-70
At Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden

15. Hill Arches 1973
On the main lawn in front of the Library building, near Tulip Tree Allée

On the Visitor Center Cafe lawn

17. Reclining Mother and Child 1975-76
In the Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden

18. Three Piece Reclining Figure: Draped 1975
In the Benenson Ornamental Conifers
19. **Reclining Figure: Angles 1979**  
On Azalea Way, past the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden entrance

20. **Draped Reclining Mother and Baby 1983**  
In the Rock Garden